
Rich Kron in a nutshell:

Dark Energy Survey (now)
Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) - 
         in construction, start 2019
Giant Magellan Telescope - first light 2022

galaxies, stellar populations, enabling large-scale surveys

supervisor to Dylan Hatt:  RR Lyr and δ Scuti in DES data



Dark Energy Survey -  www.darkenergysurvey.org

imaging survey of one-half of the high-latitude sky visible 
from the southern hemisphere (5000 sq. deg.)

deep fields for SN (30 sq. deg.)

started September 2013, 525 nights over 5 years

five filters, excellent sensitivity at long optical wavelengths

“small-scale Large Synoptic Survey Telescope”



Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory (Chile)



the 4-meter Blanco Telescope with the 
Dark Energy Camera at the prime focus





field is 2.2 deg in diameter 
(detector area is 3 square degrees)
beam is f/2.9

filters (5 for DES)







Test for DES filters at Asahi, Japan





observations are by DES scientists, including students
~ 7-night shifts Aug - Feb,  2 - 3 observers
cost of trip covered by DES operations budget





data flow:  mountain → National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), Urbana, IL

500 Megapixels, 2 bytes per pixel, 360 images per night
⇒ images are transferred to NCSA as they are taken

processing:

remove instrumental signatures, detect and measure objects 
(brightness, position, size, shape, color, …)

single-epoch       coadds
images       ✓                     ✓
catalogs      ✓                     ✓

Firstcut provides quality assurance information for mountain 
operations
Finalcut is fully calibrated and used for coadds



getting at the data: 

https://cdcvs.fnal.gov/redmine/projects/des/wiki/
DESwikiAccess

https://cdcvs.fnal.gov/redmine/projects/desecs/wiki/
Getting_Started

https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/pages/
viewpage.action?spaceKey=DESDM&title=Data+Access+FAQ

https://des-portal.fnal.gov/

https://cdcvs.fnal.gov/redmine/projects/des/wiki/DESwikiAccess


Science Working Groups:

supernovae, large-scale structure, weak lensing, clusters

photo-z, spectroscopy, simulations, theory

quasars, strong lensing, Milky Way, transients and moving 
objects



important policy documents: 

DES Membership Policy
DES Publication Policy

other activities/resources:

document database
http://des-docdb.fnal.gov:8080/cgi-bin/DocumentDatabase

semi-annual Collaboration meetings:  SLAC, May 9 - 13

Early Career Scientists are organized:
https://cdcvs.fnal.gov/redmine/projects/desecs/wiki

https://cdcvs.fnal.gov/redmine/projects/desecs/wiki


DES footprint at or near Chicago: 

DES-UC talks at 2 pm (Wednesday?) organized 
by Scott Dodelson and Brad Benson

DES-Chicagoland meetings once per quarter 
(UC, Argonne, Fermilab, NCSA/UIUC)

getting to Fermilab: 

 https://cosmo.uchicago.edu/kicp-ride/
index.php

https://cosmo.uchicago.edu/kicp-ride/index.php

